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ABSTRACT 

Habitat destruction, climate change, and pollution; our natural environments 

are increasingly affected by human activity in one form or another, with 

different anthropogenic disturbances constantly becoming both more 

common and increasing in their intensity. Such quick environmental changes 

make adaptation challenging for the affected organisms. When an organism 

encounters novel conditions that are different from those of its recent 

evolutionary past, it may lack the phenotypic or genetic variation to react in 

an appropriate way. Often a change in behaviour is the first reaction to an 

altered environment. As sexually selected behaviours often are closely tied to 

the current environmental conditions, reproductive success in altered 

environments thus depends on how well the organisms succeed in adjusting, 

and possibly genetically adapting, to the new conditions.  

Artificial light at night (ALAN) changes both the spectral, spatial, and 

temporal distribution of ambient light in nocturnal environments. As 

ambient light commonly is used as an important environmental cue, ALAN is 

known to disturb a range of behaviours and signals in many organisms, with 

nocturnal species dependent on darkness likely to be especially vulnerable. 

An example of such a vulnerable group is fireflies and glow-worms, which 

use bioluminescent signals in their courtship. 

In this thesis, I investigate the effects of light pollution on mate attraction 

in the common glow-worm (Lampyris noctiluca), a charismatic beetle whose 

flightless females glow in the dark to attract flying males. This species has 

been proposed to be in decline due to various reasons, including light 

pollution.  

I found that artificial light affects both males and females, with males 

being significantly less likely to find a mate under light pollution, and 

females both hiding more and glowing less compared to natural darkness. 

Furthermore, I found that both the intensity, colour and duration of light 

affects mate attraction success.  

These results indicate that ALAN disturbs mate attraction in the common 

glow-worm, and that this species lacks adaptive behavioural responses to 

light pollution. In the long term, these negative effects on mate attraction 

have the potential to not only affect reproduction, but also the population, 

negatively. Nevertheless, using less intense lights with longer wavelengths for 

shorter periods seem promising solutions for limiting the adverse effects of 

light pollution on sexual signalling in this species.  

As animals might lack adaptive behavioural responses to rapid 

anthropogenic environmental changes, and genetic adaptation alone is 

unlikely to solve the negative consequences caused by light pollution, 

research dedicated to the subject is of utmost importance for the planning 

and application of appropriate mitigation measures.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Habitat destruction, climate change, and various kinds of pollution; the 

natural environments of our planet are increasingly affected by human 

activity in one form or another, with different anthropogenic disturbances 

constantly becoming both more common and increasing in their intensity 

(Swaddle et al. 2015; Gaston et al. 2021). Such novel disturbances often pose 

challenges for the affected organisms, forcing them to either disperse, adjust 

plastically, adapt genetically – or perish (Williams et al. 2008; Hoffmann and 

Sgrò 2011; Gabor et al. 2022). Adapting to quick environmental changes is 

not an easy task, though; when an organism is exposed to novel conditions 

unlike those of its recent evolutionary past, it may lack the phenotypic or 

genetic variation needed for an appropriate reaction (Sih et al. 2011; Wong 

and Candolin 2015).  

A plastic change in behaviour is often the first noticeable reaction to 

anthropogenic environmental change (Tuomainen and Candolin 2011; Gabor 

et al. 2022). Common behavioural responses include changes to foraging, 

movement, and reproduction. In a best-case scenario, such behavioural 

changes improve the chances of survival and reproduction in situations 

where genetic adaptation is simply too slow, and dispersion to other areas is 

difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, if the reaction turns out to be 

inappropriate, a change in behaviour may just as well prove maladaptive 

(Tuomainen and Candolin 2011; Wong and Candolin 2015). 

When environmental change affects behaviours related to mate selection 

and offspring production, the responses (or the lack of them) may cause 

widespread consequences for the population. Furthermore, because sexually 

selected traits are essential determinants of individual fitness, they are also 

linked to population dynamics (Kokko and Brooks 2003; Candolin and Wong 

2012b; Cally et al. 2019). Thus, it is important to consider behavioural 

responses when investigating the effects of human activities on wildlife 

populations in a changing world (Candolin and Heuschele 2008; Candolin 

and Wong 2019). 

 

 

1.1 SEXUAL SELECTION, BEHAVIOUR, AND 
CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS 

Sexual selection favours traits that increase the attractiveness of an 

individual to potential mates or give an advantage in competing for access to 

mates and fertilizations. This evolutionary force is responsible for various 

elaborate physical ornaments, armaments, and complex reproductive 
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behaviours found in nature (Andersson 1994). Generally, individuals with the 

largest, brightest, or loudest traits constitute the most preferred partners. 

Nevertheless, producing and maintaining these traits is costly, requiring 

resources such as time, energy, and nutrients simultaneously needed for 

survival. Consequently, an individual should be able to display the most 

exaggerated sexually selected traits only if it has the resources to do so, i.e., it 

is well adapted to, and thriving in, its environment (Zahavi 1975; Andersson 

1994; Candolin and Wong 2012b).  

Sexually selected traits and behaviours have evolved to increase 

reproductive success under the prevailing environmental conditions. Here, I 

have chosen to use a broad definition of sexual selection, where a trait can be 

considered sexually selected if it influences competition for mates (Shuker 

2010; Rosvall 2011). It can be argued that this environmental dependence is 

a double-edged sword; on the one hand, it can help ensure the reliability of 

sexually selected traits – on the other, it causes these traits to be susceptible 

to environmental change (Candolin and Heuschele 2008; Candolin and 

Wong 2012b). Even a small change in environmental conditions is likely to 

cause a change in the costs and benefits of sexually selected behaviours, thus 

tilting this delicate balance (Candolin and Wong 2012b). Reproductive 

success in such altered environments, in turn, depends on how well the 

organisms succeed in adjusting through plastic responses, and possibly 

genetically adapting, to the new conditions (Wong and Candolin 2015). 

Common strategies include avoiding the disturbance altogether or coping 

with it one way or another (Sih et al. 2011). For example, many animals avoid 

roads and other human infrastructure (Benítez-López et al. 2010), some 

urban birds rapidly alter the pitch of their songs in response to noise 

(Slabbekoorn 2013), and Aquatica ficta fireflies emit brighter flash signals in 

response to artificial light (Owens et al. 2018). Organisms are more likely to 

exhibit adaptive responses, which can improve reproductive success, to 

environmental disturbances if they have encountered similar conditions 

earlier during their evolutionary history (Candolin and Wong 2012b). 

However, suppose the environmental change is drastic. In that case, as is 

often the case with anthropogenic disturbances, maladaptive behavioural 

responses are more likely, as the organisms might not possess sexually 

selected behaviours suitable to the new conditions (Sih et al. 2011; Candolin 

and Wong 2012b).  

 

 

1.2 ARTIFICIAL LIGHT AT NIGHT (ALAN) 

Human activity alters the environment in many ways, and few things 

demonstrate this as clearly as the artificially lit nightly face of the Earth as 

viewed from space. The excessive use of artificial light at night (ALAN), also 
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known as light pollution, is a novel anthropogenic disturbance affecting vast 

areas of the planet. Each night, countless artificial light sources, such as 

street, commercial and vehicle lights, alter the nocturnal environment by 

changing the spectral, spatial, and temporal distribution of ambient light 

(Hölker et al. 2010; Gaston et al. 2013; Gaston et al. 2015b). Additionally, 

artificial light sources are usually much brighter (10 – 60 lx) compared to 

natural nightly light sources, such as the moon (up to 0.3 lx, typically only 

0.05 – 0.1 lx)(Gaston et al. 2012; Kyba et al. 2017). It is estimated that ALAN 

already affects at least 49,5% of the Earth’s land surfaces between 59° N and 

55° S, and this number increases each year (Gaston et al. 2021). Such careless 

use of ALAN is a growing problem, as it erodes the natural night. As a result, 

the truly dark areas of the world are becoming increasingly rare.  

Life on Earth has evolved under the regular daily and yearly cycles of light 

and dark caused by the planet’s rotation, orbital motion, and axial tilt. Thus, 

it is not surprising that many biological systems seem to be organized by light 

(Gaston et al. 2013; Gaston et al. 2015a). Ambient light can be used both as a 

resource and for acquiring information regarding the environment. For 

example, many organisms use ambient light levels to partition their activities 

as optimally as possible during the day and year (Bradshaw and Holzapfel 

2010; Gaston et al. 2013; Brown 2016).  

ALAN disrupts both the spectral, spatial, and temporal distribution of 

light in the natural environment (Gaston et al. 2015b). Therefore, artificial 

light also has the potential to affect animal behaviour adapted to natural light 

cycles. Indeed, an increasing number of studies demonstrate that species 

alter their behaviour, such as foraging, communication, and reproduction, in 

response to ALAN. Effects have been found in a range of taxa, from insects to 

mammals. (Longcore and Rich 2004; Davies et al. 2014; Dominoni and 

Nelson 2018). Some well-known examples include insects attracted to light 

(Donners et al. 2018), sea turtle hatchlings navigating towards land instead 

of the sea (Tuxbury and Salmon 2005), and birds shifting the timing of their 

reproductive activities in response to light (Senzaki et al. 2020).  

 

1.3 SEXUAL SIGNALLING AND LIGHT POLLUTION 

 

Effective communication plays a crucial role in many animal behaviours, 

including mate selection and sexual signalling (Candolin and Wong 2012a). 

Communication can be defined as the use of signals to transfer information 

between a sender and a receiver, with the intention of influencing the 

behaviour of the receiver (Endler 1992; Rosenthal and Stuart-Fox 2012). 

These signals can be for example visual, acoustic, or chemical. More 

specifically, sexual signals are traits that affect the chances of an individual 

acquiring a mate, by transmitting information about the reproductive quality 
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of the sender (courter) to the receiver (chooser). During courtship, effective 

and accurate production, transmission, and reception of sexual signals are 

crucial for making optimal mate choice decisions (Endler and Basolo 1998; 

Candolin 2019). Impediments to sexual signals may even change the strength 

and direction of sexual selection itself (Rosenthal and Stuart-Fox 2012; Cole 

2013).Nevertheless, communication is not perfect, and signals can be 

disrupted at any point during the signalling process (Rosenthal and Stuart-

Fox 2012). For example, when a signal is transmitted through a medium such 

as air or water, the current environmental conditions will inevitably affect it 

(Endler 1992). Selection should thus favour signals that are well adjusted to 

their environment: easy to discern from background noise, and lose as little 

information during transmission as possible (Endler 1992). Consequently, 

this also means that the reliability, detectability, and proper evaluation of 

signals used in mate selection may suffer when environmental conditions 

unexpectedly change (Endler 1992; Endler and Thery 1996; Rosenthal and 

Stuart-Fox 2012; Candolin 2019).  

A range of species, including many invertebrates, fish, birds, and some 

mammals, utilize colouration and other visual signals as part of their mate 

attraction (Andersson 1994). How these signals, in turn, are perceived by a 

receiver often changes with the environmental light conditions (Endler 1992; 

Endler and Thery 1996). As ALAN alters the amount, distribution, and 

spectrum of ambient light (Hölker et al. 2010; Gaston et al. 2013; Gaston et 

al. 2015b), it thus has the potential to affect visual sexual signals dependent 

on these environmental factors.  

Organisms that are active at dawn or dusk and depend on darkness in 

their mate attraction are likely to be especially sensitive to light pollution. An 

example of such a group is glow-worms and flashing fireflies (Lampyridae), 

which use bioluminescent signals to attract mates in the dark (Lewis 2016; 

Owens and Lewis 2018). These insects are highly susceptible to changes in 

environmental light levels (Dreisig 1971, 1975, 1978), making their mate 

attraction and reproductive success sensitive to interference from ALAN 

(Ineichen and Rüttimann 2012; Owens et al. 2018). Thus, glow-worms and 

fireflies may be threatened by the global increase of ALAN, adding to the 

negative effects of other anthropogenic factors such as habitat loss, climate 

change and chemical pollution known to threaten them (Lewis et al. 2020; 

Owens et al. 2020). 

As evidence of the harmful effects of light pollution on wildlife has kept 

accumulating, various solutions to this growing problem have been 

suggested. Recommendations commonly include a reduction of the lit area, 

adjustment of spectral properties (colour) towards longer wavelengths, using 

less light for shorter periods (part-night lighting), and developing innovative 

light fixture design (Gaston et al. 2012; Longcore and Rich 2016). Even 

though these approaches seem intuitive, experimental research on their 

effectiveness in limiting the adverse effects of ALAN is still lacking. Thus, 

turning theory into practice is difficult without further research. 
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1.4 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The main aim of this study is to investigate how light pollution interferes 

with mate attraction, mate finding, and sexual signalling (female glow) in the 

common glow-worm, Lampyris noctiluca. More specifically, the thesis seeks 

to answer these questions:  

 
1. Does ALAN affect mate attraction success or alter sexual selection in the 

common glow-worm? (Chapters I – IV) 

2. Are the intensity and wavelength of ALAN relevant? (Chapters II & IV)  

3. Can female glow-worms mitigate the adverse effects of ALAN by adjusting 

their timing and location of glowing? (Chapter I) 

4. Does the duration of exposure to ALAN affect female glow behaviour, and 

could this information be used for planning mitigation efforts? (Chapter 

III)  

 

 

Chapter Questions Hypotheses 

I Do female glow-worms adjust 
their glow or relocate in 
response to ALAN?  

Females either move away from an 
artificial light source or refrain from 
glowing 

Could the above responses 
affect mate attraction success 
and lessen the negative effects 
of ALAN? 

Males prefer imitation females further 
away from a streetlight. Females 
benefit from glowing in the dark 

II Does ALAN alter sexual 
selection on signal brightness?  

Male mate finding is affected by both 
the intensity of ALAN and the 
brightness of female glow. Brighter 
females are more successful  

III How do glowing females react to 
a short (15 min) vs. long time 
(45 min) spent under ALAN?  
 
Is part-night lighting a potential 
mitigation measure?  

ALAN disrupts glow behaviour in 
females. The effects of ALAN increase 
with the length of exposure 

IV Does the wavelength (colour) of 
ALAN affect mate attraction 
success?  
 
Is spectral tuning a potential 
mitigation measure?  

Longer wavelengths (yellow, red) are 
less detrimental than short (blue, white)  
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 STUDY SPECIES 

This study was conducted using the European common glow-worm 

(Lampyris noctiluca, L., Lampyridae), a nocturnal beetle which uses 

bioluminescence for its mate attraction. In this species, sedentary and 

wingless females attract flying males to mate by emitting a continuous 

bioluminescent glow (Figure 1). This distinct green glow (546 – 570 nm) is 

produced by a chemical reaction in the lantern on the underside of the last 

segments of the abdomen (Schwalb 1961; Dreisig 1971; Tyler 2002). The 

brightness of the glow correlates with female body size, which in turn 

correlates with egg clutch size. Furthermore, brighter females have a higher 

probability of attracting a mate (Hopkins et al. 2015). However, 

attractiveness is heavily influenced by the distance between females, and 

between females and flying males. Thus, male mate choice is likely based on 

passive attraction, with males choosing the female which appears the 

brightest from their point of view (Hopkins 2018; Lehtonen and Kaitala 

2020; Hopkins et al. 2022).  

The glow-worm is a capital breeder, which means adults do not feed and 

are thus dependent on energy accumulated during the larval stage, which in 

this species spans several years. As the resources available for survival and 

reproduction are limited, the maximum lifespan for an adult glow-worm is 

short, only a couple of weeks (Tyler 2002; Lewis 2016). Because of this, 

combined with costly waiting as female fecundity decreases over time 

(Hopkins et al. 2021), glow-worms are in a hurry to mate. Adult females start 

glowing after sunset when environmental light levels decrease, and glow for a 

few hours every night until they either succeed in mating or die. After mating 

successfully, typically only with one male (although males may occasionally 

attempt mating with several females, if available), the female stops glowing, 

lays her eggs, and dies soon after (Tyler 2002).  

The common glow-worm has been proposed to be in decline, at least 

locally, as shown in the UK (Gardiner 2009; Gardiner and Didham 2020). 

Known threats include climate change, habitat fragmentation and other 

anthropogenic disturbances, including chemical pollution and ALAN. In 

Finland, at the northernmost edge of glow-worm distribution, the peak glow-

worm breeding season is in June – July, coinciding with midsummer and the 

brightest Nordic summer nights. Previous research suggests that female size 

and glow intensity increase with latitude as a local adaptation for coping with 

higher ambient light levels (Borshagovski et al. 2020). Such adaptations 

could potentially shed light on whether glow-worms can cope with the much 

brighter intensities of ALAN, making research on northern glow-worm 

populations especially interesting.  
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Figure 1 Pictures of glow-worms. A) A glowing adult female perched on a straw, B) a non-
glowing female with the pale lantern visible on the underside of the abdomen, C) a 
close-up of the lantern, D) a glow-worm larva with its characteristic yellow-orange 
spots along the sides, and E) an adult male. Figure A, C-E) by Christina Elgert, and 
B) by Anna-Maria Borshagovski. 

2.2 STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION 

All experiments were performed at or in the vicinity of Tvärminne Zoological 

Station, Southern Finland (N 59° 51′, E 23° 14′). Male glow-worms were 

collected from the field in June – July 2017, 2019, and 2020. Female glow-

worms were collected in June – July 2017 and 2019.  

Males were collected using so-called “imitation females”, i.e. live trapping 

funnel traps equipped with a small green LED (5 mm, 562 nm) with a 

spectrum closely mimicking that of a female glow-worm (550 – 570 nm (De 

Cock 2004)), only slightly narrower. These imitation females were 

constructed using a 1.5-litre plastic bottle with the top cut off and inverted, 

creating a funnel. The LED was attached to the top of the bottle and powered 

by 2 AA batteries (for details, see Hopkins et al. 2015; Lehtonen and Kaitala 

2020). The intensity of the LED was adjusted (using resistors with various 

ohm values) to reflect natural variation in female glow intensity found in the 

field (Chapter I, II, IV). Females were collected by hand from the field by 

visually screening areas around the zoological station and in the Raasepori 

region where glow-worms had been seen during previous years (Chapter I, 

III). In females, body size was estimated by measuring the width of the 

pronotum, i.e., the first exoskeletal plate, as this measure has been found to 

correlate with body size and glow intensity (Hopkins et al. 2015). 
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All glow-worms used in laboratory experiments were housed in individual 

vials with a diameter of 8 cm, containing fresh moss and leaves, and a mesh 

cover for air exchange. The vials were kept in a non-insulated shed at a 

20h/4h light/dark cycle corresponding to natural light conditions. Whenever 

possible, the glow-worms were released back into nature after the 

experiments were concluded. 

Light intensities of both imitation females and artificial light sources were 

measured with an Ocean Optics Flame-S miniature spectrometer combined 

with an integrating sphere for the imitation females, and a cosine corrector 

for environmental values (as in Borshagovski et al. 2020). In Chapters I, II 

and III, a lux meter was used in combination with the peak intensity values 

(µW/nm) given by the spectrometer. In Chapter IV, where the use of several 

different colours of light made lux values less comparable, all values were 

measured with the spectrometer, and light levels were reported as the 

number of photons/cm2/s as well as lux. 

Statistical analyses for Chapter I were performed in SPSS 25, and the 

analyses for Chapters II – IV were performed in R (II: v. 3.6.3; III: v. 4.0.2; 

IV: v. 3.6.1) (R Core Team). More details regarding the statistical methods 

can be found in the respective Chapters (Chapters I – IV).  

 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS: MATE ATTRACTION 
SUCCESS 

2.3.1 DOES ALAN AFFECT MATE ATTRACTION SUCCESS? 

To study whether female location in relation to ALAN affects mate attraction 

success (Chapter I), I conducted a field experiment where two imitation 

females were placed at two different distances from a light pole (Figure 2). I 

applied two treatments: a light treatment (N = 38), and a dark control (N = 

19). In the light treatment, the imitation female in the inner position was 

placed inside the cone of light (15 – 20 lx), and the imitation female in the 

outer position was placed outside the cone of light (1 – 1.5 lx, slightly brighter 

than natural light levels of 0.1 – 0.6 lx measured in the study area). As I was 

also interested in whether female brightness would affect mate attraction, I 

used imitation females of three different intensities: dim (control: N = 6, 

light: N = 13), medium (control: N = 5, light: N = 14) and bright (control: N = 

8, light: N = 11) (peak glow intensity ~0.03, 0.06, and 0.13 µW/nm, 

respectively). The paired imitation females within each replicate always had 

the same glow intensity. 

I started each trial at dusk (~22:00) by turning on the imitation females 

and artificial light sources (except in the control, where the artificial light was 

left unlit). Lights were turned off and males were collected 3 – 4 hours later 
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(at 01:00 – 02:00). Any captured males were marked and released the 

following day.  

A generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) was used to analyse the effects 

of light treatment, imitation female position, and imitation female brightness 

on the probability of a male being attracted.  

 

Figure 2 The design of the field experiment for investigating the impact of artificial light on 
mate attraction. I placed two imitation females (constructed to trap males) at 
different distances from an artificial light source (a pole with a LED): the female in 
the inner position was within the cone of light when lit, and the female in the outer 
position was outside the cone of light. I recorded the success of the two imitation 
females in attracting males during the night. (Adapted under a CC BY 4.0 license 
from Paper I © 2020 Authors) 

2.3.2 DOES ALAN DRIVE SEXUAL SELECTION FOR BRIGHT 

SIGNALS? 

To investigate whether ALAN alters sexual selection on signal intensity (i.e., 

glow brightness), I conducted a field experiment using artificial light sources 

of differing intensities combined with dim and bright imitation females 

(Chapter II). I used three different intensities of ALAN: 1) dark control 

(natural ambient light only, 0.1 – 0.6 lx, N= 21), 2) intermediate (7 – 10 lx, 

N=23), and 3) high (16 – 20 lx, N = 20). The artificial light source was a pole 

with an attached white LED headlight at 1.7 m (Figure 3).  

Two imitation females, one dim and one bright, simulating two 

competing females, were placed under the same light source at 100 cm from 

the pole and with 80 cm between the traps. These distances were chosen to 

place the imitation females in the brightest area inside the cone of light, and 

close enough to each other for males to compare the intensity of the imitation 
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females (Hopkins 2018). The brightness of the imitation females reflected 

natural variation found in the field, with the brighter imitation female (peak 

glow intensity 0.13 µW/nm) resembling a particularly bright female, and the 

dimmer imitation female resembling a considerably dimmer female (peak 

intensity 0.016 µW/nm) (A-M Borshagovski, 2017 – 2018, unpublished 

spectrometer measurements on 56 wild females).  

Imitation females and artificial light sources were turned on when 

dusk began to fall at 22:00 – 23:00. The attracted males were collected and 

counted approximately four hours later, at 02:00 – 03:00, and marked and 

released the following day. Each individual male was counted only on first 

encounter to ensure independency of data points. Thus, any recaptured 

males were excluded from the analyses.  

To analyse the impacts of imitation female brightness and ALAN 

intensity on the likelihood of an imitation female attracting a male, I used a 

negative binomial GLMM. To address the issue of “complete separation”, i.e. 

all replicates in two of the groups (dim female x intermediate light, dim 

female x high light) having the same value (0), a zero-mean normal prior 

probability distribution was imposed on the fixed effects (see Bolker 2015, 

2018). 

 

 

Figure 3 The design of the field experiment for investigating the impact of artificial light 
intensity on mate attraction of two competing imitation females that differed in 
signal brightness: a bright (B) and a dim (D) imitation female. The two imitation 
females were designed to trap males and were placed 1.0 m from the artificial light 
source, a pole with a LED, and 0.8 m from each other. The three artificial light 
intensities used are indicated in the figure (Adapted under a CC BY 4.0 license 
from Paper II © 2021 Authors). 
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2.3.3 IS THE WAVELENGTH OF ALAN RELEVANT? 

To investigate how the peak wavelength (colour) of ALAN affects mate 

attraction success, I conducted a field experiment where imitation females 

were placed under differently coloured LED lights (Figure 4, Chapter IV). 

Each imitation female was lit from above by an artificial light source covered 

by colour foil to change its spectral properties. I applied five treatments: blue 

(5 lx, peak: 452 nm, N = 60), white (5.6 lx, peak: 449 nm, N = 60), yellow (6 

lx, peak: 575 nm, N = 59), red (8 lx, peak: 625 nm, N = 60), and a dark 

control. Each night, three replicates of each treatment were run 

simultaneously.  

The experiment was conducted at 16 locations along a 1 km long stretch of 

an unlit road leading to the zoological station, over 20 nights. Lights and 

imitation females were turned on between 23:45 and 00:15 and turned off 

between 01:45 and 02:15 (totalling 2 hours). Captured males were counted 

and collected at night, and they were marked and released the following day. 

A negative binomial general linear model (GLM) was used for analysing the 

effects of light colour on the number of males attracted, and logistic 

regression (GLM with Bernoulli distribution) was used for the same data in 

binary format.  

 

Figure 4 The design of the field experiment for investigating the impact of colour on mate 
attraction (upper row), and spectral distributions for the colours used (lower row). 
An imitation female was placed under either a red, white, yellow, or blue artificial 
light source. In the control (not pictured), the light was turned off. The height at 
which the light was attached was customised for each treatment to even out 
differences in intensity caused by the colour-altering colour foils. Corresponding 
photon values (photons/cm2/s) were 1) red: 1.27 * 1013, 2) white: 5.27 * 1012, 3) 
yellow: 4.21 * 1012, and 4) blue: 6.45 * 1012  
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2.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS: FEMALE GLOW 
BEHAVIOUR 

2.4.1 DOES THE PRESENCE OF ALAN AFFECT FEMALE GLOW 

BEHAVIOUR AND MOVEMENT? 

To investigate whether female glow-worms respond to spatial variation in 

artificial light by adjusting their behaviour or movement (Chapter I), I 

conducted a laboratory experiment using a 100 x 15 cm arena with a white 

LED light (5 mm, cold white) at one of the short ends (see Borshagovski et al. 

2019, Figure 5). I applied two treatments: a light treatment (N = 26), and a 

dark control (N = 63) where the light was turned off. The difference in 

replicates between treatments is due to the control being shared with another 

experiment run simultaneously. In the light treatment, the light intensity was 

40 lx at the lit end, 1.5 lx at the middle point, and 0.5 lx at the dark end. The 

bottom of the arena was covered with soil, and a cardboard strip was placed 

in the middle, running from end to end for the females to perch on (Chapter 

I).  

The experiment was started at 23.30, with a female being placed on the 

cardboard strip at the middle point of the arena. The behaviour (glow/no 

glow, hiding/not hiding) and the location of the female relative to the starting 

point was recorded every 20 min for a total of 2 h. The total movement was 

estimated by summing up the distances moved between each 20 min period. 

When a female kept the same distance over two consecutive 20 min periods, 

we recorded her as settled and used this location in the analyses. If a female 

settled multiple times, the latter location chosen was used. As females may 

vary significantly in size, I also wanted to investigate whether glow intensity 

influences reactions to ALAN. Here I used pronotum width as a proxy for 

body size and lantern intensity, as these factors are known to correlate with 

each other (Hopkins et al. 2021).  

To analyse the effects of ALAN and pronotum width on binary female 

behaviours (glowing, direction of movement, hiding, and settling), separate 

logistic regression models were used for each behaviour.  The effects of ALAN 

on continuous behaviours (distance moved, settling location) were analysed 

with ANOVA, and the effects of ALAN on the latency for a female to start 

glowing during the experiment were analysed with a Cox proportional 

hazards model (CPH). 
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Figure 5 The experimental arena for investigating the effects of artificial light on the 
behaviour of female glow-worm (glow and movement). The arena had a white light 
emitting diode (LED) at one of the short ends, and a cardboard rectangle along the 
middle of the arena for the females to display on. (Reprinted under a CC BY 4.0 
license from Paper I © 2020 Authors) 

2.4.2 DOES THE DURATION OF ALAN AFFECT FEMALE GLOW 

BEHAVIOUR? 

To investigate how glowing female glow-worms are affected by time spent 

under artificial light, I conducted a laboratory experiment (Chapter III). This 

experiment had three treatments: 1) a dark control with no exposure to 

artificial light (N=30), 2) a short exposure of light for 15 minutes (N= 27), 

and 3) a long exposure of light for 45 minutes until the end of the experiment 

(N=31). First, each female was placed in an individual vial with a layer of soil, 

a bivalve shell for shelter and two sticks for perching on. The vials were then 

placed straight beneath a light source (cool white LED headlight, peak: 0.14 

µW/cm2/nm at 455 nm) with an intensity of 15 – 20 lx, corresponding to that 

of typical streetlights (Gaston et al. 2012; Gaston et al. 2015b). The vials were 

opaque to prevent females from seeing each other.  

The experiment started at 23.30 and concluded at 1.30 (for a total of 120 

min). In both the short and long exposure treatments, the light was turned 

on after 75 minutes from the start of the experiment, giving the females 

ample time to start glowing before the disturbance was added (Figure 6, 

Chapter III). During the trial, I monitored each female every 15 min and 

recorded both initiating and ceasing of glow. If a change in behaviour was 

noticed between these 15-minute intervals, this was noted as soon as 

discovered. A female had to produce a clearly visible glow to be counted as 

glowing and had to stop glowing completely to be recorded as not glowing. 
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Pronotum width was once again used as a proxy for female size, as detailed 

above (Hopkins et al. 2015).  

To analyse the data, I used an Accelerated Failure Time model (AFT) with 

a Weibull distribution for the effects of treatment and female size on latency 

for females to cease their glow. Additionally, I performed a negative binomial 

GLM to investigate whether size affected the start of glow, using the same 

females as in the AFT model. 

Figure 6 The experimental setup for investigating the effects of the duration of artificial light 
on female glow behaviour. Female glow-worms were placed in vials (one female 
per vial) and were allowed to start glowing before the artificial light was switched 
on. The females were then exposed to one of three treatments: no light (control, N 
= 30), 15 minutes of light (short exposure, N = 27), and 45 minutes of light (long 
exposure, N = 31). (Reprinted under a CC BY 4.0 license from Paper III © 2021 
Authors) 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 ALAN AFFECTS MATE ATTRACTION 

The results from the three field experiments regarding mate attraction 

(Chapter I, II & IV) revealed that ALAN affected glow-worm mate attraction 

negatively. Males were generally less attracted to imitation females exposed 

to light (Chapter I & II), but both light intensity (Chapter II) and wavelength 

(Chapter IV) affected the extent of these effects. Imitation females placed 

inside the cone of light were less successful in attracting males than females 

placed just a short distance away (Chapter I, Figure 7A). Additionally, high-

intensity lights had a stronger negative effect on mate attraction than 

intermediate lights (Chapter II, Figure 7B).  

 

Figure 7 A) The probability that two imitation females successfully attracted one or more 
males in the absence (control) and presence of artificial light from a light pole. In 
the presence of artificial light, one of the imitation females was placed inside the 
cone of light and the other outside. B) The probability that paired imitation glow-
worm females - one dim and one bright - attracted at least one male under natural, 
control light conditions (< 1 lx), and under two levels of artificial light: intermediate 
(7 – 10 lx), and high (16 – 20 lx). The total number of paired replicates (both 
successful and unsuccessful) per treatment are given above the bars. (Adapted 
under a CC BY 4.0 license from Paper I & II © 2020, 2021 Authors) 
 
 

When a bright imitation female was placed next to a dimmer one, males 

preferred the brighter one, regardless of ambient ALAN intensity. Dimmer 

imitation females were always less successful when paired with brighter 

ones, and dim females attracted no males at all in the presence of artificial 

light (Figure 7B, Chapter II). Even so, no effect of female brightness was 
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found when imitation female brightness varied between locations but not 

within locations (Chapter I).  

Imitation females exposed to light characterized by short wavelengths of 

ALAN (white, blue) attracted significantly fewer males than imitation 

females in the dark controls in all experiments (Chapter I, II, IV, Figure 8). 

In contrast, the long wavelength treatments (yellow, red) used in Chapter IV 

did not significantly differ from the control (Chapter IV, Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8 Number of males attracted by imitation females in the unlit control, and in the blue, 
white, yellow, and red, artificial light treatments. The box plots show median values 
(horizontal black lines), interquartile ranges (coloured boxes), upper quartiles 
(whiskers), and extreme values (black dots). Whiskers representing the lower 
quartiles are not visible, because in all treatments at least 25% of the imitation 
females attracted zero males. Treatments with a different letter A-B were 
significantly different from each other (negative binomial GLM). N = 60 in all 
treatments except N = 59 in the yellow light treatment. (Reprinted under a CC BY 
4.0 license from Paper IV © 2022 Authors)  
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3.2 ALAN AFFECTS FEMALE GLOW BEHAVIOUR 

When studying female behaviour in the two laboratory experiments (Chapter 

I & III), I found ALAN to interfere with both the timing and probability of 

glow, but not with female movement. Females subjected to ALAN in the 

experimental arena glowed significantly less and hid more, while latency to 

glow increased compared to the control (Chapter I, Figure 9). Additionally, 

the responses became stronger with the length of exposure; females that 

spent 45 minutes under light were more prone to cease their glow than 

females in the control and those exposed to 15 minutes of light (Figure 10). 

On average, females stopped glowing 26 minutes after the lights were turned 

on (Chapter III).  

In Chapter III, I also found an effect of female size (pronotum width), as 

smaller females both initiated their glow later, and were more prone to 

ceasing their glow than larger ones (Figure 11). No effect of size was found in 

Chapter I. Contrary to my hypothesis, ALAN did not influence the direction 

of movement, the distance moved, the probability of settling, or settling 

location (Chapter I).  

 

Figure 9 The latency until glowing of female glow-worms in the absence (control) and 
presence of artificial light.  The graph shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves for 
latency. (+) indicates right-censored data. (Reprinted under a CC BY 4.0 license 
from Paper I © 2020 Authors) 
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Figure 10  The latency until female glow-worms ceased to glow in the absence (control) and 
presence of artificial light for either a short (15 minutes) or long (45 minutes) 
period. Females exposed to 45 min of light were more prone to cease their glow 
than females in all other treatments. The graph shows Kaplan–Meier survival 
curves for latency. (+) indicates right-censored data. (Adapted under a CC BY 4.0 
license from Paper III © 2021 Authors)   

 

Figure 11 The relationship between female size and time of ceasing to glow in minutes since 
the start of the experiment. Larger females ceased their glow later than smaller 
females regardless of artificial light treatment. (Adapted under a CC BY 4.0 license 
from Paper III © 2021 Authors) 
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4 DISCUSSION 

The main finding of my thesis is that both the intensity, duration, and colour 

of ALAN, together with female signal brightness, affected mate attraction and 

glow behaviour in the common glow-worm. Firstly, males preferred females 

glowing in natural darkness over those glowing under ALAN. However, 

instead of relocating further away from the disturbance, females showed 

maladaptive responses by choosing to stay put, cease glowing, and hide 

(Chapter I). Secondly, females were more likely to cease their sexual 

signalling when exposure to ALAN was prolonged, suggesting they could 

respond rapidly to changes in environmental light levels. Furthermore, small 

females were more reactive than larger ones (Chapter III). Thirdly, sexual 

selection continued to favour brighter signals (i.e., larger females) despite the 

presence of ALAN, as dimmer females attracted fewer males compared to a 

nearby bright competitor under all tested light conditions (Chapter II). 

Lastly, mate attraction success depended on the colour of ALAN, with longer 

wavelengths of light seemingly less detrimental than shorter ones. Thus, 

through its effects on mate attraction and female signalling, ALAN has the 

potential to affect glow-worm reproduction negatively, which in turn could 

cause population decline. 

 

4.1 REDUCED MATE ATTRACTION AND MALADAPTIVE 
FEMALE RESPONSES 

Males preferred imitation females in natural darkness over those placed 

under broad-spectrum artificial light, meaning the introduction of artificial 

light reduced mate attraction success. Furthermore, the negative effect of 

light increased with intensity (Chapter I, II), which aligns well with previous 

studies that have found streetlights to hamper mate attraction in this species 

(Ineichen and Rüttimann 2012; Bird and Parker 2014). This effect is likely 

due to males having sensitive eyes and being either repulsed, blinded, or 

dazzled by bright nightly light (Bird and Parker 2014; Owens and Lewis 

2018). Alternatively, artificial light may reduce the contrast between females 

and their surroundings, causing female signals to be washed out and become 

less visible to males (Owens and Lewis 2018; Van den Broeck et al. 2021a). 

Based on my results, females could markedly improve their mate 

attraction success by moving only a short distance further away from the 

light source, where it is darker (Chapter I). Nevertheless, contrary to my 

hypothesis, females did not relocate when subjected to a spatial gradient in 

light. Instead, they showed maladaptive behavioural responses by staying 

put, glowing less, and hiding more (Chapter I). Furthermore, already glowing 
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females reacted quickly to the introduced light by ceasing their glow (Chapter 

III). Although females are less likely to attract a male when glowing under 

light, some females were still successful in this endeavour. As the cost of 

glowing is energetically cheap compared to waiting (Hopkins et al. 2021), this 

indicates signalling under a streetlight would still be a better option than 

discontinuing the glow completely. As this species is highly reliant on visual 

cues and non-glowing females are unlikely to attract a male to mate (Tyler 

2002; Lewis 2016), staying put without glowing under light could thus 

reduce mate attraction beyond the level caused by ALAN alone. 

The lack of appropriate responses to ALAN in females may result from 

bright nocturnal light lacking any natural parallels in nature. For example, 

moonlight is much weaker than the light reaching the ground from 

streetlights; typically only 0.05 – 0.1 lx, compared to 10 – 60 lx (Gaston et al. 

2012; Kyba et al. 2017), which explains observations of glow-worm females 

glowing under moonlight in the wild (Gunn and Gunn 2012). Thus, females 

likely responded to artificial light by ceasing their signalling because they use 

natural ambient light to time their glow correctly in the wild (Schwalb 1961; 

Dreisig 1971; Tyler 2002). Such a glow strategy works adequately under 

natural light-dark cycles, where light levels reliably decrease at dusk and then 

increase again with the approach of dawn. Light at unnaturally bright levels 

can then, as shown here by my results, cause females to cease their glow, 

something they under natural circumstances would only do at the arrival of 

dawn or after a successful mating (Tyler 2002).  

As glow-worms are capital breeders, females must use their limited 

energy reserves wisely (Hopkins et al. 2021). During the day, females seldom 

move more than a few centimetres, as they spend the time in refuges waiting 

for the night to arrive (Schwalb 1961; Tyler 2002; Ineichen and Rüttimann 

2012; Tyler 2013). Relocation thus depends on movement during the night, 

but even then, this is usually limited to short distances of only 10 – 20 cm 

(Tyler 2002, 2013; Lewis 2016). These limitations in movement, in 

combination with ALAN suppressing signalling behaviour, may also explain 

the reluctance of females to relocate in response to ALAN. Thus, female glow-

worms seem to lack adaptive reaction norms for responding to spatial 

variation in artificial light. As ALAN is a relatively novel disturbance, 

selection has apparently not yet resulted in any notable evolution of reaction 

norms for responding appropriately to sudden bright light. The recorded 

adverse effects of ALAN on mate attraction in combination with the 

suggested lack of adaptive female responses could, in turn, reduce 

reproductive output and result in population decline.  
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4.2 SIZE MATTERS: SEXUAL SELECTION FOR BRIGHT 
FEMALES 

Bright females are known to have a higher probability of attracting a mate 

(Hopkins et al. 2015), and my results show this continues to hold also under 

light pollution. When a dim and a bright imitation female were placed close 

to each other, males preferred the brighter competitor, regardless of light 

conditions (Chapter II). Thus, even though the negative impact of ALAN on 

mate attraction increased with light intensity, sexual selection for brighter 

signals nevertheless continued to operate. Furthermore, females differed in 

their responses to ALAN based on body size, with smaller females ceasing 

their glow more easily (Chapter III). These findings suggest that female size, 

through its correlation with signal brightness, is an important factor in 

determining the effects of ALAN on mate attraction success in glow-worms. 

In the common glow-worm, mate attraction success correlates positively 

with signal brightness (Booth et al. 2004; Hopkins et al. 2015; Lehtonen and 

Kaitala 2020): this is probably due to the visibility of the signal to searching 

males increasing with signal brightness (i.e., the intensity of glow). Signal 

brightness, in turn, correlates with female body size (Hopkins et al. 2015). In 

many animals, large individuals often have a higher fecundity and more 

pronounced ornaments and sexual signals than smaller individuals (Honěk 

1993; Andersson 1994). This correlation also seems to hold true for glow-

worms, as bright females tend to be larger and lay more eggs (Hopkins et al. 

2015). Thus, male glow-worms are likely to benefit from mating with brighter 

females, aligning well with the finding of bright females being more likely to 

attract a mate.  

Despite the presumable benefits of mating with a large and bright female, 

male glow-worms are better at judging relative differences in brightness than 

absolute ones, and seem to choose the first female they see when the distance 

between females increases (Hopkins 2018; Hopkins et al. 2022). In my 

experiment (Chapter II), only a few males chose the dimmer imitation 

female, as the competing imitation females were placed close enough to each 

other (<1 meter) for males to be able to perceive the difference in brightness 

between them under natural light conditions (Hopkins 2018). Nevertheless, 

as the dimmer imitation female attracted no males under the two levels of 

light pollution used here, males possibly failed to detect the dimmer female 

altogether, and therefore perceived the brighter female as the only available 

option (Chapter II).  

In addition to mate attraction, female size also affects the behaviour of the 

females themselves. When studying female glow behaviour concerning 

ALAN, I found that individual females varied greatly in how long they 

continued to glow after the introduction of light. Some females stopped 

almost immediately, while others continued to glow for the whole duration of 

the experiment. One factor explaining these individual differences was 

female size (measured as pronotum width, which varied between 2.47 and 
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4.34 mm). Larger females seemed more resilient to ALAN as they were less 

likely to stop than smaller females. Furthermore, the larger females tended to 

start their glow earlier under natural light conditions than the smaller ones. 

These results could be explained by larger females being in better condition 

and having more energy for glowing than smaller females (Borshagovski 

2021). Furthermore, as size correlates with brightness, larger females are 

more likely to be visible to males earlier in the evening, when it is not yet as 

dark. In other words, large and bright females can ‘afford’ to start their glow 

earlier than dim and small ones. Conversely, small females with less energy 

reserves and less visible signals may be able to attract a mate only during the 

darkest hours of the night (Borshagovski et al. 2020). Artificial light may 

thus shorten the time available for mate attraction relatively more in small 

than large females, as they have less time to glow to begin with and are more 

likely to stop due to a disturbance. Similarly, the effects of artificial light on 

female glow behaviour may differ across latitudes (Dreisig 1978), as females 

from northern populations are brighter than expected by their body size 

alone, presumably because they need a larger size and brighter glow to be 

visible to searching males due to higher natural light levels (Borshagovski et 

al. 2020), providing an interesting topic for further research. 

While light pollution significantly reduces mate attraction success in this 

species, selection for increased visibility simultaneously has the potential to 

push for even brighter females. As brighter signals are likely to be more 

discernible in a light-polluted environment (Chapter II), this could, in turn, 

potentially mitigate some of the adverse effects of ALAN. However, whether 

sexual selection for brighter signals actually will result in the evolution of 

brighter signals depends on the heritability of the signal and on other forces 

that determine signal brightness, which in this species mainly seem to 

correlate with body size. Body size, in turn, is limited by a range of factors, 

such as development time, environmental conditions, and food availability 

(Tyler 2002). Thus, a larger body size may not be attainable without 

prolonging the larval stage, adding the cost of an additional year solely for 

growth (Borshagovski 2021). Nevertheless, as northern females glow brighter 

than their southern peers of similar size, this suggests some level of local 

adaptation is possible, although the exact mechanism is still unknown 

(Borshagovski et al. 2020). Potential factors opposing an increase in 

brightness could include, for example, physiological and morphological 

limitations, costs of signalling (such as increased energy expenditure), and 

processes driven by trade-offs between different traits (Andersson 1994; 

Jennions et al. 2001). 
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4.3 SOLUTIONS: ADJUSTING THE DURATION AND 
SPECTRUM OF ALAN? 

The most notable reaction of female glow-worms to artificial light was to 

cease their glow (Chapter I, III). In males, in turn, the effects of ALAN were 

primarily seen as reduced mate attraction success (Chapter I, II). As evidence 

for such negative effects of ALAN on wildlife has kept accumulating, different 

solutions to the problem have been suggested. These solutions include 

spectral tuning of lights through new technology, and limiting the duration 

and intensity of lights (Gaston et al. 2012; Longcore and Rich 2016). In 

search of support for these potential mitigation methods, I found that a brief 

exposure to light (15 min) was indeed less detrimental to the glow of female 

glow-worms than an extended one (45 min) (Chapter III). Furthermore, 

dimmer lights reduced mate attraction less than brighter ones (Chapter III), 

and long wavelength (yellow and red) artificial light did not significantly 

reduce mate attraction success, whereas short wavelength (blue and white) 

artificial light did (Chapter IV).  

An explanation for the rapid reactions of female glow-worms to ALAN is 

that they are highly susceptible to light conditions, and quickly resynchronise 

their diurnal rhythm in response to artificially altered environmental light 

levels (Schwalb 1961; Dreisig 1978). Thus, it is not surprising that the females 

in my experiment reacted to ambient light by ceasing their glow (Chapter 

III). Interestingly, all females that stopped their glow in the short light 

exposure treatment resumed glowing soon after the disturbance was 

removed. This observation agrees with previous work by Schwalb (1961), who 

found females to resume glowing soon after an intense light (500 lx) was 

turned off. Thus, there is hope that female glow-worms may be able to 

recover from prematurely ending their glow, provided that the disturbance 

causing this response is brief. Therefore, limiting the duration of light seems 

a promising mitigation method, as a shorter disturbance is less likely to cause 

females to stop their glow in the first place, and potentially gives them a 

chance to restart after it is removed. 

Despite these optimistic results, one potential issue that needs to be 

addressed regarding part-night lighting is that temporary artificial light, 

depending on the length of the disturbance, may shift the available time 

window for successful mating later into the night. This shift is problematic, 

as female glow-worms usually glow for only a few hours per night. Males, in 

turn, typically start their mate searching later than females start to glow and 

stop it earlier than females stop their signalling (Schwalb 1961; Dreisig 1971; 

Tyler 2002). Thus, if ALAN delays female glow, this shift presumably needs 

to be matched by a similar resynchronisation of male mate searching later 

into the night, providing an interesting topic for further research.  

Imitation females under broad-spectrum ALAN attracted few males, but 

both the intensity (Chapter I, II) and the peak wavelength (colour) of the 

light influenced the effects (Chapter IV). In line with previous studies where 
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glow-worm and firefly courtship has been found to be disrupted by short 

wavelength light (Bird and Parker 2014; Owens et al. 2018; Van den Broeck 

et al. 2021b), I found white and blue light to reduce mate attraction 

significantly. As the spectrum for the white and blue LEDs used in this 

experiment were very similar (only narrower for blue, Figure 4), it is not 

surprising that both colours suppressed mate attraction. I had expected all 

wavelengths of light to affect mate attraction similarly. However, contrary to 

my hypothesis, there was no significant difference in mate attraction between 

the long wavelength treatments (yellow, red) and the control. This finding 

can be considered surprising, as some other studies have found both amber 

and red light to affect mate attraction in fireflies to some extent (Owens and 

Lewis 2021). Nevertheless, it must be noted that even though the intensities 

of the coloured lights in my experiment were similar to each other, they were 

not identical as measured in photons/cm2/s. Thus, as the yellow treatment 

was slightly dimmer than the others, the effects of yellow light may be 

stronger than seen here (see Ineichen and Rüttimann 2012 for a study with 

high-intensity amber streetlights). 

A potential explanation for these results is that males are red-green colour 

blind, and different wavelengths of light thus differ in their attractiveness 

and visibility to searching males (Booth et al. 2004; Owens et al. 2018). To 

many insects, longer wavelengths of light are less visible and thus less 

disruptive than shorter ones (Owens et al. 2022), which also seems to apply 

to the common glow-worm. Although vision in this species has not yet been 

thoroughly investigated, Booth et al. (2004) found that adding blue 

wavelengths, but not red, to a female mimicking signal reduced mate 

attraction in the common glow-worm, which aligns well with both with 

colour blindness and my results. Nevertheless, colour blindness does not 

necessarily mean longer wavelengths of light are “invisible” to glow-worms 

and other fireflies. Thus, the perceived intensity, alongside the absolute 

intensity, are likely to play important parts in this equation. For example, 

fireflies of the genus Diaphanes have been found to be attracted to red LEDs 

(Pacheco et al. 2016), and male glow-worms have occasionally been seen 

approaching red lights, although to a lesser extent than green ones (Schwalb 

1961). In contrast, the courtship activity of the firefly Photinus carolinus is 

less affected by blue and red lights than by other colours, while the courtship 

activity of another firefly, Photinus obscurellus, is suppressed by all colours 

of artificial light (white, blue, amber and red), with bright amber light having 

the greatest impact (Owens and Lewis 2021). Thus, it seems like different 

species may vary significantly in their spectral sensitivities and their 

responses to artificial light of different wavelengths. This variability 

highlights the importance of studying a range of species before widely 

recommending certain lights as “insect friendly” (Owens et al. 2022; Owens 

and Lewis 2022) and suitable for mitigating the adverse effects of ALAN.  

To conclude, glow-worms and other fireflies face many anthropogenic 

threats (Lewis et al. 2020), including climate change, pesticides, habitat 
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fragmentation, road mortality (Lehtonen et a. 2021), and pollution (including 

artificial light). My finding that female glow-worms cease glowing when 

exposed to prolonged periods of ALAN suggests that glow-worm 

reproduction (especially mate searching) would benefit from minimising the 

use of unnecessary artificial light. Nevertheless, as it is still uncertain how 

intensities and wavelengths interact, and whether female signalling 

behaviour is affected by coloured light, caution and more research are 

needed before recommending glow-worm friendly lighting colouration. 

Furthermore, as there are over 2000 species of glow-worms and other 

fireflies (Lewis et al. 2020), with different sensitivities and courtship 

preferences, finding a universal solution will likely be challenging. Thus, 

solutions that limit light use in general, such as dimming lights, reducing the 

duration of light, and switching off unnecessary lights (Longcore and Rich 

2016), currently seem particularly effective (and safe) mitigation measures 

for glow-worms and other fireflies regardless of their spectral sensitivities. 

 

 

4.4 LIFE IN A LIT WORLD: BEYOND GLOW-WORMS 

 

Glow-worms and flashing fireflies aside, approximately 30% of all 

vertebrates and 60% of all invertebrates are nocturnal and thus likely to be 

particularly vulnerable to light pollution (Hölker et al. 2010). Therefore, 

ALAN undeniably has the potential to cause widespread disturbances for a 

range of organisms and their ecosystems. Indeed, researchers have labelled 

artificial light both a driver of insect decline (Grubisic et al. 2018; Owens and 

Lewis 2018; Owens et al. 2020) and a threat to biodiversity (Hölker et al. 

2010; Koen et al. 2018).  

Even though the subject has gained increased interest in recent years, the 

long-term consequences, especially regarding population dynamics, are still 

poorly known (Gaston and Bennie 2014). In this respect, my work on glow-

worms adds to the growing body of evidence for the adverse effects of light 

pollution and provides supporting material for developing sustainable 

mitigation measures. Furthermore, as individuals and species differ in their 

sensory capabilities (Dangles et al. 2009), my results underline the 

importance of considering individual and species-specific behaviour when 

investigating the effects of artificial light on wildlife.  

What, then, does the future hold for organisms living in a lit world? On 

the one hand, ALAN is a novel disturbance with complex effects on 

behaviours, species, biomes, and even ecosystems (Davies and Smyth 2018). 

Some species, such as the common glow-worm (Chapter I – IV), struggle to 

adapt, while those less sensitive to light may learn to deal with, or even thrive 

under, the new conditions. On the other hand, ALAN is also relatively easy to 
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get rid of compared to many other forms of pollution; turn the light off, and it 

is gone without a trace. Nevertheless, light is easier to get rid of in theory 

than in practice, and light conditions are expected to worsen in the coming 

years because of human population growth, urban expansion, economic 

development, and the increased use of inexpensive but bright LEDs (Bennie 

et al. 2014; Davies and Smyth 2018; Gaston 2018). As humans undoubtedly 

benefit from lights in many ways, suggested solutions thus need to balance 

both social and ecological needs. One thing is certain: how bright the future 

will be (literally) depends on the actions we take to limit the spread of light 

pollution.  

In a broader context, my study emphasises the importance of 

investigating the fitness consequences of behavioural responses to quick 

human-induced environmental changes, as whether these responses are 

adaptive or not is still poorly known (Rosenthal and Stuart-Fox 2012; Wong 

and Candolin 2015). This knowledge gap makes the assessment of both 

short- and long-term effects of human-induced disturbances on wildlife 

challenging. Furthermore, it hampers the development and application of 

appropriate mitigation strategies for limiting the adverse effects of human-

induced disturbances. Thus, there is a need for more studies exploring 

behavioural responses, and their broader fitness consequences, to 

anthropogenic environmental change. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

Taken together, the results of my thesis show that light pollution disrupts 

sexual signalling and mate attraction in the common glow-worm, with the 

extent of these effects depending on both the intensity (Chapter I, II), 

duration (Chapter III), and wavelength (Chapter IV) of artificial light, and 

the brightness and size (Chapter I, III) of the affected female. Considering my 

results, even though ALAN may favour the evolution of brighter and more 

visible signals, the chance of glow-worms adapting behaviourally or 

genetically to ALAN in a near future seems small, as females appear to lack 

adaptive behaviours, generation times are long, and signal brightness is tied 

to body size (but see Borshagovski et al. 2020). Relocation is often proposed 

as an option for gaining additional time for adaptation, but due to habitat 

loss and limited female movement in this species, this seems unlikely. Thus, 

ALAN is likely to be one of the culprits behind the decrease in glow-worm 

populations seen locally in some countries during recent years (Gardiner and 

Didham 2020; Owens et al. 2020). Nevertheless, as longer wavelengths, 

shorter bouts, and lower intensities of light seem to reduce (or possibly even 

remove) the negative impacts of ALAN on mate attraction in the common 

glow-worm, the use of appropriate mitigation measures could improve the 

situation markedly. Thus, I recommend limiting the duration of artificial 

light, lighting only crucial areas, avoiding white and blue lights, and using 

light sources that minimise scattered light in and nearby glow-worm habitat. 

Glow-worms and other fireflies aside, various species from insects to 

mammals show adverse responses to light pollution (Dominoni and Nelson 

2018). Even though the effects of artificial light on wildlife have gathered 

increased interest during the 21st century, our current knowledge regarding 

the long-term effects of ALAN on evolutionary processes is still limited. Thus, 

more research is needed for us to be able to understand the mechanisms that 

either promote, or hinder, adaptation to ALAN. In this respect, my results 

provide valuable information for understanding the role of behaviour in 

adapting to novel conditions, and for developing lighting systems to mitigate 

the adverse effects of light pollution on organisms. As the amount of ALAN is 

increasing around the world, with negative impacts on both biodiversity and 

ecosystem functioning (Gaston et al. 2012; Garrett et al. 2020; Maggi et al. 

2020; Owens et al. 2020; Secondi et al. 2020), such information is vital for a 

sustainable future; only by increasing our understanding of ALAN and its 

effects on wildlife can we take the appropriate mitigation actions.  
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